Which baseball teams will be real hits in the playoffs? Batting averages can help decide!

High-scoring slugfests. Nail-biting pitchers' duels. Come-from-behind rallies. Major league baseball has thrilled fans all summer long. Now that the playoffs are nearing, the race to the World Series is on. And star hitters like Chase Utley, second baseman for the Philadelphia Phillies, hope to bat their teams to the championship.

To reach the World Series, teams rely heavily on their top hitters. These are the players who consistently bat at a high level, game after game. They deliver clutch hits exactly when their teams need them most. They excel under postseason pressure.

One statistic used to compare baseball's top hitters is batting average. Written in decimal form and carried out 3 decimal places, it shows about how many hits a player would get per 1,000 times at bat. (For example, a .323 batting average shows that in 1,000 at-bats, that player would get about 323 hits.) The best hitters usually have batting averages of .300 or greater.

Read on to learn how to calculate batting averages. Then step up to the plate to answer our questions about some of the game's best hitters. In this activity, we're sure you'll bat 1.000 (called "a thousand")—the highest batting average possible!

—by Bill Wise
CALCULATING A BATTING AVERAGE

✓ Divide a player's number of hits by the player's number of at-bats.
✓ Round to the nearest thousandth (the third digit to the right of the decimal point).

Example: In the 2008 National League Championship Series, Chase Utley had 6 hits in 17 at-bats.
✓ Divide: 6 hits ÷ 17 at-bats = .352941...
✓ Round: Utley's batting average was .353

WHAT TO DO

The chart to the right lists the career postseason hits and at-bats of some of today's top players. Read "Calculating a Batting Average" and use that information to fill in each player's batting average on the chart. Then, answer the questions.

1 Which player on the chart has the...
   a. highest batting average?
   b. lowest batting average?

2 Albert Pujols has fewer career postseason hits than David Ortiz. Why does Pujols have a higher batting average?

3 In Derek Jeter's postseason career, he has 114 hits in 366 at-bats in the American League playoffs, while the remainder of his postseason hits and at-bats occurred in the World Series. What is Jeter's batting average...
   a. in the A.L. playoffs?
   b. in the World Series? (Hint: First subtract his statistics in the playoffs from his total postseason statistics.)

WEB WISE

Follow the stats for your favorite players through the rest of the season and playoffs at http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/stats/